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™
ENJOY PEACE OF MIND THAT COMES  
FROM THE INDUSTRY’S BEST WARRANTY. 
Supporting our mission of providing the best customer service possible, every Titan sprayer comes with WearGuard—the 
industry’s best, longest and most comprehensive warranty with coverage of four years on manufacturer’s defects, a limited 
lifetime motor warranty, a lifetime drivetrain warranty, an express parts program and a 35-day satisfaction guarantee.  You 
can trust that your investment will be protected for years to come. 

IMPACT 400 & 440 COMPARISON SUMMARY
 IMPACT 400  IMPACT 440    
RATED GPM 0.47  0.54   
MAX PSI 3,000  3,300   
RATED MAX TIP SIZE 0.021”  0.023”     
WARRANTY 4 years 4 years
HORSEPOWER 0.750  0.875   
PRESSURE CONTROL Mechanical  Electronic   
PACKING TYPE Static Static
PACKING DESIGN Quad+ Quad+ 
PUSHER VALVE Optional  Included   
OIL DISTRIBUTION Manual  AutoOiler   
SKID P/N  0532000 805-000
SKID WEIGHT 27 lbs  37 lbs

HIGH RIDER P/N  0532001  805-016
HIGH RIDER WEIGHT 50 lbs  65 lbs 

THE IMPACT 400 IS SOLD EXCLUSIVELY AT

THE MOST RELIABLE AND DURABLE SPRAYERS IN THEIR CLASS

INTRODUCING  
THE IMPACT 400

WEARGUARD™ CONVENIENCE PROGRAM
Get a FREE REPACKING KIT or purchase a SPARE FLUID SECTION for up to 70% OFF 
When you purchase a new Titan sprayer, be sure to take advantage of our exclusive WearGuard  
Convenience Program. Save yourself the time and frustration of making an extra trip and  
waiting for parts to arrive. The replacement is quick and easy, requiring no special tools.

Impact™ 400
WearGuard Fluid Section

$10995
tax not 
included

Titan Tool
1770 Fernbrook Lane
Minneapolis, MN 55447
1-800-526-5362
Fax 1-800-528-4826

Due to continuous innovation, specifications may progressively change. Contact one of our dependable sales reps or call our dedicated customer service team for more information.

All information contained in this brochure is based on the latest information available at  
the time of printing. Titan reserves the right to make changes at any time, without notice.

Visit us on the web at: www.titantool.com
Call Tech Services at 1-800-526-5362 for complete warranty information.
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INTRODUCING THE NEWEST MEMBER OF THE
           IMPACT FAMILY.  Quad+™ Packings

  • Self adjusting and self compensating
  • Same packings used in the Impact 440 with 5 years 
   of proven field performance
 Longer Life Motor
  • Intelligent Control System™ extends motor brush life
  • High efficiency radial fan keeps motor cooler
 PermaLife™ Cylinder
  • Never wears, never needs replacing
 Lighter Weight Unit
  • 20% lighter than the nearest competitor
  •  Lightest sprayer in its class
 Easy-Access Manifold Filter
  • Vertical orientation improves access
  • Coarse mesh reduces clogging at pump
 Heavy Duty Skid and Cart Design
  • Large 1.25" diameter skid legs 
   with feet for added stability
  • Large 1.5" diameter cart frame 
   with telescoping handle

 Sureflo™ Pusher Valve
  • Unstick lower ball valve fast
  • No tools required
 Filter Plug
  • Ability to remove pump filter for heavier coatings
 Hopper Accessory
  • Converts from a suction to gravity feed

IMPACT    400 FEATURES & BENEFITS

Skid  0532924
High Rider  0532925
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THE MOST DEPENDABLE 
PARTNER YOU’LL EVER HAVE.
The Impact 400 comes ready  to work as 
hard as you do. Constructed from the highest  
quality parts, the Impact 400 is built to last. 
And last.  And last. Featuring stronger skid 
legs for greater stability and a new integrated 
pump block, we’ve maximized durability while 
also maximizing portability. And backed by 
the industry’s longest, most comprehensive 
warranty, you’ll find the Impact 400 sprayer to 
be the ideal choice for your business.

ENGINEERED TO LAST LONGER  
AND PERFORM BETTER. 
The Impact 400 sprayer features Titan’s 
Quad+ packings—an innovative, proprietary 
technology that generates greater performance 
while engaging fewer movable parts. Quad+ 
Packings are field serviceable, never need 
adjusting and have proven durability that 
has powered the Titan Impact Series for over 
5 years. This translates to a longer lasting, 
less expensive, easier to maintain sprayer 
that delivers top-notch performance for many, 
many years.

MAXIMIZE YOUR INVESTMENT.
When it comes to getting powerful 
performance at an affordable price, nothing 
comes close to the Impact 400. Perfectly 
suited for residential, property maintenance, 
and small commercial applications (50-100 
gallons per week), the Impact 400 applies all 
standard primers, paints, and architectural 
coatings with ease. Offering superior features 
and unmatched performance, there isn’t 
a higher quality, more rugged and reliable 
sprayer in its class.  

IMPACTTM 400 

WE WORK FOR PAINTERS

EXCEEDING EXPECTATIONS COMES STANDARD. Built on Titan’s tradition of innovation and industry leadership and designed  
to outperform and outlast the competition, the Impact 400 has set new standards for maximizing quality and performance at an affordable  
price. To see how Impact Series sprayers can do more for your business, visit a Sherwin-Williams or visit us online at titantool.com
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